Subject: TAKINGS
No power on earth has a right to take our property without our consent-John Jay (1st chief justice of the
US Supreme Court)
Under the 5th amendment no one can be deprived of life, liberty or property without due process of law
& just compensation
& that includes ones business or company which are private property so why then are such business
owners across USA
letting government seize & take control with nary a whimper of opposition or resistance. I would not
stand for or submit to it
nor should any of US now. The 8th & 10th commandments apply to government & it is not exempt from
thou shall not steal
or covet your neighbors goods(property) including the fruits of our labors which we are being denied on
frivolous grounds.
Its called a regulatory taking in legal jargon & amounts to theft morally folks. All business owners great &
small should sue
the public officials responsible officially & personally for looting & plundering US as Chuck Baldwin
recommends below.
To timidly allow government to get away with taking away our divine duty & right to make a living is
unacceptable & so
unamerican.to say the least. & I have no sympathy for those letting government pull the rug out from
under your
LIFElivhoods .Peasants & serfs do so not free men or patriots. Judge Napolitano is on record declaring
that these
executive orders wont hold up in a court challenge so take him up on that & sue to prove him wrong. I
dare you all.
What we the people do or fail to in the coming weeks will affect the generations to come for good or ill
so let US remember
if we suffer tamely such lawless attacks on our liberty we encourage it & involve others (posterity)in our
doom- Sam Adams
Here is what US Supreme Court says on the RIGHT to work. Butchers’ Union Slaughterhouse Co. v.
Crescent City Live-Stock Landing Co., 111 U.S. 746, 756-57 (1884):
“As in our intercourse with our fellow-men certain principles of morality are assumed to exist, without
which society would be impossible, so certain inherent rights lie at the foundation of all action, and upon
a recognition of them alone can free institutions be maintained. These inherent rights have never been
more happily expressed than in the declaration of independence, that new evangel of liberty to the
people: ‘We hold these truths to be self-evident’ – that is, so plain that their truth is recognized upon
their mere statement – ‘that all men are endowed’ – not by edicts of emperors, or decrees of parliament,
or acts of congress, but ‘by their Creator with certain inalienable rights.’ – that is, rights which cannot be
bartered away, or given away, or taken away, except in punishment of crime – ‘and that among these
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; and to secure these’ – not grant them, but secure them –
‘governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed.’
Among these inalienable rights, as proclaimed in that great document, is the right of men to pursue their
happiness, by which is meant the right to pursue any lawful business or vocation, in any manner not
inconsistent with the equal rights of others, which may increase their prosperity or develop their
faculties, so as to give to them their highest enjoyment. The common business and callings of life, the
ordinary trades and pursuits, which are innocuous in themselves, and have been followed in all
communities from time immemorial, must therefore be free in this country to all alike upon the same

conditions. The right to pursue them, without let or hinderance, except that which is applied to all
persons of the same age, sex, and condition, is a distinguishing privilege of citizens of the United States,
and an essential element of that freedom which they claim as their birthright. It has been well said that
‘the property which every man has in his own labor, as it is the original foundation of all other property,
so it is the most sacred and inviolable. The patrimony of the poor man lies in the strength and dexterity
of his own hands, and to hinder his employing this strength and dexterity in what manner he thinks
proper, without injury to his neighbor, is a plain violation of this most sacred property. It is a manifest
encroachment upon the just liberty both of the workman and of those who might be disposed to employ
him. As it hinders the one from working at what he thinks proper, so it hinders the others from employing
whom they think proper.’
The courts have barely weighed in on these executive orders but while law may take naps during a
pandemic they wont sleep through one stated the Kentucky Appeals court in a ruling over the weekend
there against KY governor on religious freedom.
There are few nonessential businesses but plenty of nonessential politicians. The exercise of rights is
only offensive to 2 types
of people slaves & tyrants so which are YOU?
* https://chuckbaldwinlive.com/Articles/tabid/109/ID/4006/NEVER-AGAIN.aspx
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